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Problem description 

There is a CQICH codeword for ertPS resumption in Table 381 on page 777.  

 

However an MS may have multiple ertPS connections(e.g. for Voice and Video) and some ertPS connections 
have been stopped by transmission of BR header with BR=0 from the MS. In that case, when a BS receives the 
ertPS codeword(i.e. 111011) on CQICH from the MS, the BS cannot know which ertPS connection the MS 
wants to resume. Moreover, MS cannot resume more than a ertPS connections at the same time (e.g. ertPS for 
voice and ertPS for video). 
 
 

Proposed Changes 

1. When a BS receives the ertPS codeword on CQICH from an MS, the BS shall allocate the MS UL burst 
corresponding to the largest ‘Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate’ among ertPS connections in order to avoid 
insufficient BW for anonymous ertPS connection. BS can know the resumed ertPS connection by referring to 
CID of MAC PDU on the UL burst from MS. Afterward, BS or MS can increase/decrease proper BW for ertPS 
connection. 

[Modify the section 8.4.5.4.10.14 on page 783, line 35] 
 
8.4.5.4.10.14 Extended rtPS BR 
 
In the case of an MS has Extended rtPS connectionsservice, the MS may inform a BS of the existence of pending ertPS data request 
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bandwidth allocation, which is defined as the Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate in service flow encodings. The codeword 0b111011 is 
used for that purpose. If the BS receives the codeword (i.e. 111011) on CQICH from the MS, the BS shall allocate the MS an UL 
burst corresponding to the largest Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate among schedule-stopped ertPS connections which the MS has. 
 

2. MS may want to resume more than a ertPS connection at the same time. 

[Add the following new section at the end of the section 6.3.2.2.7.8 on 
page 78, line 26] 
 
6.3.2.2.7.9 ertPS resumption bitmap extended subheader  
An MS may have the multiple ertPS connections which have been stopped by BR headers with BR = 0. In that case, when the MS has 
more than an ertPS connections to resume at the same time, MS may include the extended subheader in MAC PDU to request the BS 
to resume scheduling of several ertPS connections at the same time. In this case, BS shall allocate the MS UL burst for each ertPS 
connection to be resumed according to this extended subheader.   

Table XX- ertPS resumption bitmap extended subheader format 

Name  Size (bit)  Description  

ertPS resumption bitmap  8  A bit is assigned to ertPS connection in descending order of SFID  
(i.e. MSB is mapped to ertPS connection with the biggest SFID). 

1 :  Request for resumption of ertPS connection 
0 :  No Request for resumption of ertPS connection  
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